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Relationship Potential Report

Introductory Astrological Principles (theory in general)
A horoscope is a snapshot taken on the exact date and time of birth in which all
planetary positions are projected on a circle (360°, as a 2-dimensional copy of a
sphere). This circle is divided into 12 parts. Each part is called a house. Every house
concurs, harmonizes with a certain sign of the zodiac and every sign has a ruler (=
the planet which dominates, reigns or rules that sign, the planet that always belongs
to this sign). Very generally speaking the significations of the houses, signs and
rulers are more or less interchangeable. The following delineations are not limitative.
House I
Aries (Ö)
Ruler I
Mars (MA, †)
House II
Taurus (×)
Ruler II
Venus (VE, …)
House III
Gemini (Ø)
Ruler III
Mercury (ME, „)
House IV
Cancer (Ù)
Ruler IV
Moon (MO, ƒ)
House V
Leo (Ú)
Ruler V
Sun (SO, ‚)
House VI
Virgo (Û)
Ruler VI
Mercury (ME, „)
House VII
Libra (Ü)
Ruler VII
Venus (VE, …)
House VIII
Scorpio (Ý)
Ruler VIII
Pluto (PL, ‹)
House IX
Sagittarius (Þ)
Ruler IX
Jupiter (JU, ‡)
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The self-asserting ME, the instinctive character, the
deed/action, aggression, the sparkle, the impulse, (asserting)
primary needs, the disposition of the body, the personal
disposition and abilities.
The concrete (tangible) ME, the own (physical) body,
substance, material goods (money, small material objects,…),
raw materials, all that is consolidated, all that is tangible, the
self-worth.
The visible ME, rational thinking, mobility, small trips,
assimilation of information, communication and documents, the
neighbours, brothers and sisters (siblings), the nerves.
Emotional impulses, all that can touch, move and affect us, the
source, the radix, our origin, the parent of the same sex, the
family, the home, immaterial goods, the end of things, the
potential of creativity.
All fixed emotions, emotions that are consolidated, creativity
(hobbies), the willpower, your behaviour, play and sports,
pleasure, children, love, the centre, pride, the heart, vitality &
energy.
Creative experiences with others, work and colleagues, the
working environment and working circumstances, subordinates,
servitude, adaptability towards the environment, illness, small
(domestic) animals, selection and discrimination, criticism and
analysis.
All that one can encounter and meet, the ‘other(s)’, meetings,
relations, social gatherings and the social life, the partner on
him/herself, cooperation, contracts, (open or public) enemies,
the mental equilibrium.
All that one has encountered or met in “the past” and that one
has consolidated, the marriage, mutations and transformations,
death, the other’s money or goods, principles and ideology,
sex, power and compulsions, destruction.
All that one has consolidated and that gets visible and noticed,
publicity, the social environment, beliefs, religion, expansions,
all that is (far) away from the own environment/domicile, travel.
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House X
Capricorn (ß)
Ruler X
Saturn (SA, ˆ)
House XI
Aquarius (à)
Ruler XI
Uranus (UR, ‰)
House XII
Pisces (á)
Ruler XII
Neptune (NE, Š)

The norm in society, the border, the limit, boundaries,
obstructions, hindrance and delays, plumb, life’s purpose, the
parent of the opposite gender, forms and all that is formal,
respect, honour and esteem.
All that gets concrete in society, standing out, striking, the
opposition, electricity, disruption, the shock, being fickle, nonemotional and humanitarian friendships, future prospects and
goals.
All that becomes (in)visible in society, freedom, the immaterial,
the not, nothing, the sea, sorrows, tears, isolation, abstinence,
places of confinement, most words starting with ‘dis-…or de-’
(disappearance, discharge,…), secret enemies, dreams.

The notion aspect (or ‘aspects’) signifies the distance (in degrees) between 2 points
or planets in a horoscope. Not all degrees are equally important. The most used
aspects are:
0°
30°
45°
60°
90°
120°
135°
150°
180°

¡
§
¨
¢
£
¤
©
ª
¥

conjunction (= union of points/planets)
semisextile
Semisquare
Sextile
Square
Trine
Sesquiquadrate
Quincunx
Opposition (2 points or planets just opposite one another)

The aspects have not to be exact to the minute. A certain difference or deviation
from the exact angle (that we call an orb) is allowed, according to the power of the
aspect and the planets involved. We use a maximum orb of 6° for the major aspects.
A midpoint is an imaginary point that stands in the middle of two planets. Whenever
this (imaginary) midpoint forms an aspect (see above), we get a planetary
combination in which the significance of all involved planets can be mixed together.
Different planetary combinations make a planetary picture. If, for instance, we write
ME = NE/AS, we read this as follows: Mercury (ME) stands in the middle of Neptune
(NE) and the Ascendant (AS); In other words, Mercury forms an aspect (of 45°,
0°,…) on this midpoint. The significance of these planetary combinations or pictures
are written down in different books, like Ebertin ‘s “Combination of Stellar Influences”
(in short COSI) and Witte ‘s “Rules for planetary pictures.”
Please mind : the following Relationship Potential Report is based on the date of birth as
printed on the printout of the natal chart and as given by you. Inaccurate or incorrect birthtimes can result in errors in the Report. The report can only be correct in so far as the birthtime is correct. Small deviations of the birth-time may result in minor deviations in
interpretation or delineation, giving a change of accents in the delineations.
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I. In General
In this part I discuss the most striking characteristics in your radix (natal chart) that
have the most influence on your relationship(s), as there are the most exact aspects
(see above for the meaning of the word ‘aspect’), the elements and crosses,
planetary configurations etc...
Your horoscope shows a dominant AIR element and a WATER void. Most
planets/points are placed in mutable signs. This means that your personality
resembles the mutable air sign Gemini. Indeed, even if you are born under the
sign of Sagittarius, you are more of a Gemini!
Gemini is one of the most curious, inquisitive and unstable/flexible signs of the
zodiac. It’s eager to collect all the available wisdom. Gemini is the information
gatherer and the messenger and represents the mental realms. Communication and
learning situations are important to you (reading, exchanging thoughts, views and
opinions). Your partner must be willing to live with that, and with your talking! Gemini
needs freedom and wants to move freely.
The water void points to a challenge when it comes to relationships. Water
symbolizes empathy, “feeling the atmosphere” and relates to the emotional plane.
Water is receptive and right-brained. It may be hard for you to express your feelings
in an appropriate way and you always approach life in a distant and
mental/analytical way.
This water void and your dominant air element signify a rather “cool” and masculine
behaviour. You are living more in the head, on the mental plane, rather than
following your deepest feelings. There is a whole lot of exchange mentally, not
emotionally. You are operating in a superficial way, rather than feeling deeply. That’s
why you tend to be at ease in social situations where you meet new people in a
superficial way. For a deep and strong emotional bond, this lack of water really can
be a challenge, the more so because you are a woman who is in an archetypal way
associated with the receptive and introvert water element which you lack. For
example: you can “talk” about pain, but you do not “feel” the pain.
The fact that the air element is so prominent in your horoscope signifies that you are
more connected with the active (male) left-brain side. Moreover, the Sun in the
male sign Sagittarius and Mars in the male sign Aquarius are in a very prominent
position in your natal chart: the Sun sets and Mars culminates (is the highest planet
in your horoscope)!
In the horoscope of a woman this is very important because it reinforces masculine
traits, making you very selfish!
Mars, the self-directing drive, is in Aquarius, the sign of individuality and culminates
by conjuncting the MC (Midheaven). A culminating planet in a natal chart always has
to do with one’s own character. Mars is the self-asserting drive, always doing things
alone or in its own way, while Aquarius is the sign of brother- and sisterhood and
never willing to pin itself down. In other words: Mars in Aquarius is VERY self-reliant
and independent.
Mars in Aquarius is a good position for working in groups, fighting for group ideals
and social reform but on an emotional one-on-one level, this position is not suited…
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Mars is not at ease here when an emotional bond establishes. Mars will try to break
free, bringing periodical outbursts of pent-up energy.
Based on the elemental division you should search for somebody who brings
BALANCE in your life and compensates what you lack. This means that your future
husband should have a dominant water element and an air void. This way,
balance will bring compatibility.
In your natal chart, most planets (8 out of 10) are situated at the western half of the
horoscope wheel (houses 4 to 9) or the 2nd and 3rd Quadrant. The western
th
hemisphere is all about “the other(s)” because it surrounds the 7 house. People
with most planets placed here are very focused on encounters, meetings, relating
with others (even superficially) and often rely (too much) on others.
In your case, all your most personal points and planets (the Moon, the Sun, Mercury
th
and Venus) are posited around the Descendant (7 house cusp) denoting that your
opinion is very much depending on the meaning and/or behaviour of other
people or your partner. You are only able “to feel yourself” through others, through
a partner. The pitfall is that you tend to rely too much on others or your partner.
You absolutely need a partner who has an opinion you can rely on. You need a
partner and an audience to communicate with, to exchange opinions. You don’t
want to think about life events alone and want to hear the opinion of other people.
You are very articulate and need to discuss life events with a mate before you
can or will make a decision.
The fact that so much planets are posited in the western hemisphere makes you a
VERY sociable and well-liked woman! (Confirmed by the MC = JU/NO midpoint)
However, you also tend to adapt your behaviour too much to the expectations of
other people… You want to be friends with everybody, which is impossible. Often,
you feel obliged or are forced to relate or meet others even if you don’t want to. You
can’t say no because the Moon in Capricorn, the social norm and formalities prevent
you from living your own self. The outer world, external circumstances and
encounters may overwhelm you at times sucking your ego.
Not living your own self (Sun sesquiquadrate Saturn) and not being able to live your
creative drives to the fullest can be quite a burden for you in the long run.
Also, Mercury is out-of-bounds in your chart. A planet is out-of-bounds when it falls
outside the maximum declination of the ecliptic. What has this to do with your
st
relationship potential? Well, Mercury is ruler of the 1 and 5th house, signifying your
own self and your love life. Out-of-bounds Mercury is associated with great curiosity
th
(and nervosity) and a talent for the acquisition of knowledge. As ruler of the 5 house
it may indicate eventual problems with children (speech or mental problems),
eventually you may work in an environment with such children.
Another remarkable fact is the Sun receiving no major aspects, except of a
sesquiquadrate from restricting Saturn. The Sun, symbolizing your behaviour,
physical body, creative drives, ego and your (eventual) husband is disconnected
from other points and planets. The Sun receives no support from other planets and
points. Moreover it “afflicts” your Ascendant because of the opposition aspect. The
th
th
th
Sun is conjunct your 7 house, but still in the 6 meaning that the Sun is in a 12
th
house meaning seen from the 7 house. This is quite a frustrating position for the
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Sun who is not able to live his creative forces (confirmed by the Sun-Saturn
sesquiquadrate)…
The Sun, that’s you, will do everything to get well on, to be loved. This compulsive
drive is compensated by a dynamic and competitive career drive and a very helping
th
hand (the Sun is still in the 6 house of servitude).
A disconnected or unaspected Sun means that you live alone, have to face life alone
and also that your (eventual) husband lives alone! Indeed in a woman’s chart the
Sun is one of the most important significations of her husband, so what counts for
you, counts for him!
To bring balance in your chart, any planet in your husband’s natal chart should build
an aspect to your unaspected and disconnected Sun. If possible, a trine or a sextile
would do well and give a boost to your ego.
Fortunately the Sun is not alone in a sign. Venus is in Sagittarius too so that you are
not really alone. Somebody is near you (it may be a child because Venus rules your
5th house or it may be a secret lover).
Mars, the Sun and Venus in the Gauquelin zone denote an adventurous, dynamic
and highly passionate nature. Not every man will be able to handle these traits in a
woman.
*
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II. In Specific
The Moon is in Capricorn, the sign of its detriment. You worry about your emotional
responses to other people. Capricorn too is quite a “cool” sign, reinforcing your “cool
and distant” behaviour. Capricorn signifies a border, a barrier and mountain, blocking
emotional behaviour (emotions are represented by the Moon). You tend to show no
emotions at all because you don’t know how or you don’t know how expressing
emotions will affect the behaviour of other people. This is the more so because the
th
th
Moon is placed in your 7 house, conjunct the 8 house. Inappropriate emotional
responses may be the result.
th

Indeed, due to the position of the Moon in its detriment and conjunct the 8 house
th
th
(still in a 12 house meaning because it’s still on the cusp of the 8 house and has
th
not entered the 8 house yet) the Moon is in a “frustrated and restrained” position.
You want to keep your emotions fully under control. You seem to live some
extreme emotional ups and downs internally (confirmed by the Jupiter/Saturn
opposition). On the one side you strive for love and a secure life, on the other hand a
fixed relationship will not satisfy you… This Moon’s position, however, also denotes
one who has gone through a whole lot of emotional problems and is able to learn
others how to stand on their own feet.
The Moon is a most important factor in relationships and points to whom you feel
secure and comfortable with. The Moon points to your Comfort Zone and when
relating, you will feel well with everybody who is represented by the Moon’s position.
The Moon in Capricorn points to people of a certain standing, older people or people
with a (huge) age difference. Capricorn is an ambitious sign, slowly but steadily
climbing up on the ladder in society. Your husband should have one or more of these
characteristics. Your partner should be renowned, significant in a certain way
and have a higher position. This is very important. Capricorn is quite strict and
formal and so might be your hubby. Don’t expect too much emotional comfort in your
relationships, because you are too much attracted to rather distant people. Your
husband too, will not easily express his emotions and keep them under control as
much as possible.
In your horoscope the Moon is out-of-bounds which means that it falls outside the
maximum declination. Out-of-bounds points and planets have a very specific
meaning in natal astrology, especially the Moon out-of-bounds. According to
statistical research a natal out-of-bounds Moon is associated with some alienation
from the mother. Often there was some form of “child abuse” on either a mental,
emotional or physical level. There always seem to be deprivation of the mother’s love
and care for whatever reason (death, ill health, economic necessity or desertion…).
Chances are your parents are separated or divorced (MC at 22° Aquarius), making it
necessary for you to live your own life and learn to stand on your own feet…
However, emotional insecurity is almost always compensated by a whole lot of
success, recognition and wealth. Indeed, people with the Moon out-of-bounds seem
to achieve quite a lot.
Often, in a female chart a Moon out-of-bounds indicates that she will usually have
one (unplanned) child.
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th

The Moon builds a (weak) trine to Saturn, its dispositor in the 11 house (conjunct
th
the 12 house). You are very much impressed by your mother and you relate(d) in a
very formal (distant) and structured way with her. This behaviour might be the same
with your husband: very formal meetings/encounters following a certain structure and
pattern – for whatever reason. Also, you may be quite puritanical in your love
relationships.
th

th

The Moon is conjunct the 8 (fixed) house and Saturn is in the 11 (fixed) house
denoting a very stereotypical or clichéd behaviour. Nothing wrong with that, it’s just a
way of being and relating but do know that this configuration denotes that neither
you, nor your mother really feel or felt free. Your hubby too will not really feel free.
This Moon-Saturn configuration can be quite frustrating in relating!
You do have very “structured and formal” ideas about love. The social norm
disturbs your inner emotions. You feel obliged to follow the conventional norm, even
if you don’t like it that way. On certain occasions you will break away from this social
norm and flip your lid.
Aside from the Moon-Saturn trine, your Moon squares independent Uranus. This
aspect between the emotional Moon and mental Uranus reinforces mental, distant
and cool behaviour. Relationships tend to have an unconventional (Uranus) touch.
It’s a way to dismiss the idea of belonging to the family; a way of breaking away from
familiar habits and the home. Disruptive Uranus wants to break away from the family.
You are born during a New Moon phase. The Moon is waxing but still in an early
phase. This too signifies that feelings still have to grow… The mental level is much
more developed and overpowers emotions and feelings.
In Vedic astrology, your Moon is in the Purva Ashada nakshatra, ruled by Venus.
This position makes you very popular and denotes wisdom. Yes, you are a very welleducated, smart and keen woman. The shadow side is an egoic nature (which
confirms or even reinforces the western delineations).
th

Venus is posited in the 6 house denoting that you rather like casual clothes. You
don’t like to dress like a pin-up and don’t want to emphasize female physical traits.
You will prefer simple and easy-to-wear outfits. Your husband must understand this.
You expect from your partner that he too is interested in existential developments.
He should help you building a future. He should be willing to serve you!
You too have a very serving and helping attitude. You will do anything to make
sure your partner gets to the top!
th

The ruler of your Ascendant (mercury) is in the 7 house of relationships and the
th
th
ruler of the 7 is (intercepted) in your 5 house of love. Intercepted signs point to
th
secret affairs and the intercepted ruler of the 7 does point to secret love. Also,
th
intercepted planets (the ruler of the 7 ) often denote someone who is shy, does not
like the limelight and, most of all, who is ill or has a weak health. Chances are your
partner has a (very) weak health.
Actually, you want to love to the fullest and want to have fun, but due to the
th
th
interception of the ruler of the 7 house in the 5 house, your life seems not to go
that way…
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You do expect that your partner, other people or external circumstances bring you
the fun and distraction you need. They should keep you going and inspire you over
th
and over. However, due to the interception of the ruler of the 7 house and the
Moon-Saturn trine, it’s very unlikely this will always be the case!
You want to do everything together with your partner: travel together, study
together, walk together... Problem is that you tend to fall in love with partners who
not always are able to fulfil this need. You put your partner in the limelight, even if he
does not want it that way.
You very much long for someone who takes you away in your dreams: the real
charming prince on his white horse, the Casanova who takes you with him, your
playful GURU! In that way, you are highly romantic.
It’s not about physical pleasure, but rather erotic pleasure, flirting and playful and
light mental stimuli.
th

th

th

What’s even more, the ruler of your 5 house is in the 7 house. Your love (5
house) goes toward your partner (7th house), bringing the potential of a REAL love
marriage (it’s a double whammy: your 7th house ruler is in your 5th house and your
th
th
5 house ruler is in your 7 house)! You want (and are able) to love your partner to
the fullest while your partner is not always able to express his love the way you want
th
(his 7 house ruler is intercepted), possibly due to (some) illness. Nevertheless,
there is reciprocal love, even if it’s not always that visible or outspoken.

You should take care that your (future) husband has not a Moon-Mars configuration
because this configuration sucks your energy and may be difficult to live with.

Who is your eventual husband?
th

th

In astrology, your partner is symbolized by the 7 house, the ruler of the 7 house
and the Sun. Besides this, Venus, planet of love and relationships too has a
meaning.
th

So, let’s start delineating your 7 house and its ruler now.
The Descendant at 21° Sagittarius denotes a relationship full of “dangers.” You tend
to search for unconventional partners and need a lot of physical workout to bring
your life in balance. There may be some self-sufficiency in your relationship (the
Descendant is in a solar dwad).
The Descendant in a fire sign implies a pull towards fiery, spontaneous unions
without looking before leaping. You are capable of promoting warmth and
spontaneity. Sagittarius shows what you look for in a marriage partner: he should
complete your identity, be open-minded, love travel and exploration, and be
idealistic and understanding. He may lack some tact, should even be blunt and
may overlook the details.
th

th

The Sun is conjunct the 7 house cusp and Mercury is in the 7 house in Capricorn.
th

The Sun’s position always shows where one “shines”. In the 7 house the Sun (you
and your appearance) shines in public, when encountering people (in a very general
way) or by performing (for a class, an audience…). The Sun here tells us something
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st

about the physique of your future husband because it is placed conjunct his 1
th
st
house (your 7 house, house of the partner, is his 1 house).

The Sun gives a robust and self-conscious appearance. He has some or even is
an authority one way or the other. His body perhaps misses some flexibility and he
may give a rather stiff impression. In the sign Sagittarius he may be living abroad
(in a place that is farther than your near surroundings) and live in totally different
circumstances. He may be of another social class too.
The Sun conjunct the Descendant in mutable Sagittarius shows that maintaining a
long-term partnership is not easy. You constantly evolve, grow and develop yourself
and will always outgrow relationships and move on to greater challenges. This solar
position may indicate an open partnership or marriage, kind of a free love or a
distant love (“living apart together”). The Sun is too individualistic and not ideal a
th
planet to have in the 7 house of partnerships that needs some give and take from
both sides. However, the Sun indicates a partner that can impress other people.
The ruler of the 7th house (Jupiter) is intercepted in Scorpio and opposite Saturn and
exactly semisextile Neptune. The opposition aspect always points to what is out of
reach, what is outside yourself and distant. Saturn too is a distant planet making this
th
Jupiter-Saturn opposition a challenge. Moreover Saturn is retrograde in the 11
house of friends denoting that friends are few and/or far. Relationships with others
are developed properly because, too often, you did not meet the right people. Also,
finding individual fulfilment may be difficult because your individuality surrenders to
the needs of the collective. There is much more concern with your self advancement,
to the expense of others. You would do well working for community organizations.
Due to the Jupiter/Saturn opposition you are in a constant state of stress in your
work which may involve either risk, danger and action or social reforms. You are very
visible in your work. Fortunately, this opposition is released by Mercury, ruler of your
first house so; there is an outlet to the tension.
The exact Jupiter-Neptune semisextile indicates a marriage partner who may be
financially rather careless. The principle of Neptune is dissolving, and exact
aspects with Neptune point to what is or will be dissolved. This way it’s not a good
th
sign to have the ruler of the 7 house aspecting Neptune, because Neptune will
dissolve any relationship… In a more positive way the aspect between Jupiter and
Neptune is highly visionary, religious/spiritual and platonic. This means that love
relationships tend to be very platonic indeed! There really is VERY much
admiration. This exact aspect also denotes a difficulty to set limits. Your marriage
partner is not always able to say no. He’s very sensitive, spiritual and silent (Neptune
is the most silent planet of all, Neptune is mute).
th

Neptune is ruler of the 11 house of sudden and unexpected (“unpredictable”)
events. The exact aspect with Jupiter, ruler of the house of encounters, denotes a
most unexpected love encounter (eventually love at first sight too).
There is another important configuration in your chart that should be mentioned as
well; Venus and Jupiter are in mutual reception. Two planets are in mutual reception
when they both are in each other’s sign. In your chart, Venus is in Sagittarius, the
sign of Jupiter and Jupiter is in Libra, the sign of Venus. This is a highly fortunate
and successful combination, showing that you will have a successful relationship.
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st

th

I already told you that Mercury, ruler of your 1 house is out-of-bounds. In the 7
house of the partner, Mercury shows a very great interest in people in general.
Mercury is in a good position here and throws harmonious aspects to Jupiter and
Saturn, making you a very sociable and highly enjoyable person. Mercury is on
Pluto’s solstice point giving you some additional plutonian (compulsive) traits. You
are concerned, even obsessed, by marriage and formal partnerships (Mercury is in
formal and administrative Capricorn who likes ceremonies).

Usually, lovers may be younger because Mercury in the 7th house symbolizes
younger people. However, Mercury trines Saturn – its dispositor, which not only
denotes that you are well-educated, but also that your marriage partner will likely be
th
older. Mercury in the 7 house denotes an opportunistic way of relating, keeping an
th
eye on the own benefits. Yes, Mercury in Capricorn in the 7 house is very businessminded – even in love relationships! Anyway, suffice to say that love relationships
are closer to profound brother-sister friendships than to sexual relationships.
th

Venus, planet of love is in your 6 house of your working environment. Often, this
position indicates that your lover can be found in your working environment.
However, this position of Venus is difficult in romantic affairs… Even if you may be
very attractive, your workaholic tendencies and attitude may prevent you from
relating. This position almost always delays marriage.
According to Ptolemy, in a woman’s chart the husband is indicated by the planet with
which the Sun is in aspect, provided it is situated behind the Sun and is not more
than 180° distant. Following this rule, your Sun does not aspect any planet which
may indicate that there will be no marriage. Don’t panic, even if Ptolemy’s right most
of the time, his theories were expanded overtime because his rules must not only be
followed literally but intelligently as well. Moreover, Ptolemy’s rules have been
mutilated and misinterpreted or wrongly translated!
There are three planets oriental of the Sun, the Moon, Mercury and Jupiter, only one
of them (Jupiter) the Sun will aspect before it leaves its own sign Sagittarius. This
means that you will have about three important relationships, but only one marriage,
with somebody represented by Jupiter or with Jupiterian characteristics. Jupiter may
denote somebody having another social background; he may be a teacher, lawyer, a
philosopher, a stranger or a foreigner. He will be generous, honourable and kind.

Your love potential
th

th

Your 5 house tells us more about your love life. There are three planets in your 5
th
house of love, Pluto is on the cusp of the 5 house, Uranus and Jupiter are
intercepted whereas Jupiter also is in the late degrees of Libra, sign of relationships.

In a woman’s chart the possibility of a marriage is indicated by the position of the
th
Sun and Mars, representing masculine forces. But let’s start delineating your 5
house first.
th

Pluto in the 5 house conjunct the cusp is in a very strong and powerful position.
This is fairly a good place for Pluto making you very creative and very good for
writing. You will undergo all changes and struggles to maintain your individuality. The
downside is that you have it difficult to accept anything the way it is. You have the
compulsive need to make changes the way you want, change the environment to
your hand and even try to change your lover (confirmed by the position of Jupiter on
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the Pluto/Moon/Venus dwad). DON’T try to change the other – only change yourself
for the better!
th

Pluto in the 5 house is an intense position denoting passionate and sensual
desires. Chances are you will have at least one very traumatic romantic or sexual
episode that made you extremely cautious from then on (confirmed by the Moon in
th
th
cautious Capricorn in the 7 house conjunct the 8 house; Venus between Neptune
and the Sun). You are able and capable of showing burning with desire for someone
without showing any sign of passion or desire. This way, marriage is always the
culmination of a passionate soap opera romance. Sexual attractions, however, can
become obsessive and you must learn to steer clear of hopeless involvements.
Pluto in the 5th house is quite demanding and domineering on your lover(s) as well
as on children. You strive for (extreme) perfection, too much so! Know that you will
never reach your romantic ideals and goals the way you wish; your lover will never
be a reflection of the image you have. Try to be realistic here.
With Pluto in the 5th house, sexuality or love relationships may become a compulsive
urge with feelings of guilt.
Intercepted Uranus adds charisma to your nature, even if you are cool or possibly
even somewhat rude. Love-affairs may irresistibly overwhelm you, overturning your
life, especially secret affairs. This position should be taken care of as it often is a
sign of people (men) who will try to exploit you or cannot commit to you or change
their life suddenly. Chances are this configuration shows a hopeless affair. Possibly
you crave children and can’t or will not have them! Anyway, children or children’s
issues will be a real problem!
Uranus shows where you will break free and what you will break up to feel free. In
th
the 5 house, it’s about breaking free from children, love, sex and play.
Also, your sexual life is a little problematic. Your sexual life or longings may be
extremely intense, but are repressed for whatever reason or factors (you can’t see
your beloved one, there is unrequited love, he’s too old or young, too married or
whatever…). Uranus here points to repressed or hidden desires, leading to illness
in the long run! It seems your physical energies and passions are always cooled off
by the intervention of reason (confirmed by Mars in airy Aquarius in the restricting
th
10 house; dominant air element).
Intercepted Jupiter shows that you serve as the “power behind the throne.” You want
to be the “king-maker” rather than the King (your husband should be the King).
Because of the interception, Jupiter cannot unfold its traits of grandeur to the full.
Jupiter may you feel lonely here, the more so because it’s posited at 29°, a degree of
fear to be pinned down, the fear to legalize something and stick to only one person
because you fear the consequences! The 29° in a sign always point to endings in
some way (and a longing that is not easy to fulfil).
th

th

You would be a very good teacher (5 house cusp at 23° Virgo, Jupiter in the 5 ,
Sagittarius on the Descendant, Ascendant Gemini and its ruler in the 7th house).
The Sun and Mars are in very individualistic signs, hindering or delaying a marriage.
Moreover, planets in the western hemisphere delay a marriage in a woman’s chart
so that an eventual marriage may come late(r) in life.
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If we consider that Mars culminates, the Sun sets and Pluto is the lowest planet in
your chart, then we must admit that you are a successful (!) and highly career-driven
woman with workaholic tendencies so that relating on an emotional level with a
partner is not easy at all (confirmed by your Chinese astrology chart: you’re a rooster
with a Monkey Ascendant). Your marriage partner too seems to be very
individualistic.
When looking at some specific midpoints in your horoscope, we observe that SA =
VE/PL (with an orb of 0°!) which means that you may have quite a “tragic love life.”
This exact midpoint really is very important because exact midpoints do manifest
during one’s whole life. Not all your wishes may become true. However, there also is
the following planetary picture: CU = SU/MA = VE = KR = AS/MC which indicates an
official marriage.
Within some months your Progressed Sun will conjunct your progressed
Descendant, marking the beginning of a period in which your love life will start to
blossom (especially remarkable in 2007). This conjunction will last for about two
years till (around November/December 2008) the progressed Venus/Sun combo and
progressed Uranus will be in paran bringing about another milestone in your love life.
Progressed Venus will trine progressed Pluto, indicating a major breakthrough and
radical change in your love life. Moreover, your converse progressions show that
st
th
progressed Mercury (ruler of your 1 house) conjuncts natal Jupiter (ruler of your 7
house of the partner).
2007 and 2008 should be prosperous years for your love life (resulting in a
marriage), the more so because transiting Pluto sextiles your natal Jupiter (ruler of
th
st
the 7 house) then, transiting Jupiter conjuncts natal Mercury (ruler of the 1 house)
and the transiting North Node will trine your natal Jupiter.

Where to find love?
According to your love lines, your relationship potential is highest in the following
cities or areas:
the wide area around Champaign, IL
Detroit, MI

the wide area around and above
Bewdley and Belleville, Ontario,
Canada

This also means that irrespective of relocating to these places, your relationship
potential with people residing or born in these cities or places is highest. So, it’s not
necessary to relocate to these places, it suffices when you date someone who is
born or resides there.
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III. Your Perfect Zodiac Love Match Birthdates
Below you can find the birthdates of your very best love matches.
1961
July 26, 1961
November 22, 1961

August 2, 1961
December 6, 1961

August 9, 1961

July 23, 1969

July 30, 1969

1973
April 11, 1973

July 25, 1973

August 8, 1973

1981
March 25, 1981

April 15, 1981

August 12, 1981

1969
April 2, 1969
August 13, 1969

Luc De Jaeger

Send any testimonial to:
http://www.cosmitec-astrological-compatibility-advice.com/Testimonial
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